INTERNATIONAL COPYRIGHT PROTECTION AND THE
UNITED STATES: THE IMPACT OF THE UNESCO
UNIVERSAL COPYRIGHT CONVENTION ON
EXISTING LAW
1
THROUGH its copyright laws, nearly every nation gives its own nationals whu

create literary or artistic works power to prevent commercial use of their creations without their consent. Within his own nation the artist, or his transferee, can determine on what terms his work-such as books, music, plays, paintings,
and motion pictures-shall be produced and who shall produce it.3 Although
this may tend to restrict dissemination of authors' works, most countries feel
that copyright protection encourages literary and artistic production to an
extent which justifies its existence. 4
A different situation arises, however, when an author in country A (the
country of first publication or origin) seeks the power to control reproduction or translation of his work in country B (the "protecting" country). For
several reasons country B may not protect foreign authors.; Country B may
1. Afghanistan, Ethiopia, Iraq, Mongolia, Nepal, Saudi Arabia, and Yemen provide
no copyright protection at all. 4 UEsco COPYRIGHT BULL 63-102 (No. 3 1951). For a
list of nations granting copyright to their own nationals, see 2 id. at 12-16 (No. 2-3 1949).
For a comprehensive survey of the domestic and international copyright laws of the
various nations, see 4 id. at 104-260 (No. 1-2 1951) (Europe) ; 4 id. at 63-102 (No.3 1951)
(Africa; Asia) ; 4 id. at 13-95 (No. 4 1951) (South America; Mexico) ; 5 id. 7&-113 (No.
1 1952) (United States; Central America).
2. All nations, in substance, allow transfer of copyright. See 2 id. at 104-111 (No. 2-3
1949). But some nations give the author a non-transferable right to object to mutilation
of his work which reflects adversely on his reputation. See p. 1076 in!ra.
3. Procuring the author's consent to reproduction usually involves remunerating him,
and this "right" to be paid is the author's bread and butter. A complete tabulation oi the
rights granted to an author by the various nations, describing the types of works protected and the author's power over various uses, with citations to relevant statutory
provisions, may be found in 2 U.N sco COPYRGHT B:LL. 18-143 (No. 2-3 1949); 2 id. at
30-155 (No. 4 1949). For United States provisions, see 17 U.S.C. § 1 (Supp. 1952);
IGHT LAw 11-26, 120-53 (3d ed. 1952) (hereinafter cited as HoW.L).
HowEjLL, TH CO
4. Puiwxm, THE QUESTIO" OF COPIRIGHT 1-7, 35-95, 364-3 (1891); Chafee, Reflection on Copyright Law, 45 CoL. L. REv. 503, 506-15 (1945); Evans, Copyright an:d the
Pvblic Interest, 2 U.-Esco COP IGHT Bum.. 2 (No. 1 1949). See also Pforzheimer,
.J. 433 (1933) ; Warner, US. Copyright
Copyright Reform and the Duffy Bill, 47 Y..
Act: Anti-Monopoly Provisions cd Sonec Rczision, 34 A.B.A.J. 459, 461-3 (1943);
H.R. REP. No. 2222, 60th Cong., 2d Sess. 4 (1909). For an excellent critical and philosophical treatment of copyright, see Chaffee, snpra, at 503, 719.
5. In addition to the nations listed in note 1 supra, Albania, Bhutan, Burma,
Hashemite Jordan, Indonesia, Korea, Kuwait, Oman, San Marino, and U.S.S.R. seem to
grant no protection to foreign works. See chart, 2 U.NEsco Cu'vRIuGnT BULL. 32 (No. 4

1949). For a wry comment on protection of foreign works in the Stvit
Chafee, supra note 4, at 523.
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freely enjoy a wealth of art created in other countries while contributing little
copyrightable material to the world.6 Or its printers, in order to maintain a
monopoly over the printing of matter distributed domestically, may try to
prevent protection of material printed abroad.7 Such attitudes, in turn, can
prejudice the rights of country B's nationals in country A; A may be reluctant
to give copyright protection to authors from nations which make it difficult
for A's nationals to procure protection abroad.8
To curtail mutual piracy of foreign. literary works, most nations early attempted to achieve international control through bilateral treaties.9 These
treaties, many of which are still in force, 10 obligate country B to honor
copyrights from country A. But the bilateral approach from the start spurned
uniformity and engendered confusion." Hence, nations sought instead to
assure copyright protection by multilateral agreement. During the last quarter
of the nineteenth century, European nations and a few others organized the
International Copyright Union, generally known as the "Berne Union."' 2
6. China typifies this position: her literary production is probably negligible; at
least statistics on her literary production are not available. UNESCo, STATSTicAL RrPorT

ON BooK PRODUCTION 1937-1950 (1952).

And China pirates foreign works. Hearin:gs

before Subcommittee No. 3 of the Committee on the Judiciary on H.R. 4059, 82d Cong.,
2d Sess. 209 (1952). Her international copyright obligations are confined to ail article
of a 1903 Supplementary Treaty of Commerce with Japan, the present applicability of
which appears doubtful, 2 UNESCO COPYRIGHT BULL. 52 (No. 4 1949), and article IX
of the 1946 Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation with the United States,
U.S. TpasAr Sza., No. 1871 (Dep't State 1946), 63 STAT. 1300, 1308-9 (1949). The
latter agreement merely allows nationals of either country to comply with the copyright
la,, of the other. Ibid. For the extent and nature of protection in China, see 4 UNESCO
COPYRIGHT BULL. 70-72 (No. 3 1951).
7. The United States printing trades have taken this position. See pp. 1069-70

infra.
8. For an example of this kind of retaliation, see pp. 1079-80 infra.
9. 1 LADAS, THE INTERNATIONAL PROTECTION OF LITERARY AND ARTsTIc PR0o'u T
44-67 (1938) (hereinafter cited as LADAS). But see Finkelstein, Book Review, 48 YALE
L.J. 712 (1939); Chafee, Book Review, 52 HRv. L. Rv. 1378 (1939), both criticizing
Ladas' treatment of copyright theory.
10. See, e.g., the present bilateral relations of France, 2 UNESo Cop-auGr Buu.
64-72 (No. 4 1949). For a general treatment of modern bilateral arrangements, see 2 id.
at
30-155; 1 LADAS 150-79.
11. 1 LADAs 50-67. Also see list of United States copyright relations following
17 U.S.C.A. § 9 (Supp. 1952).
12. The official name is: L'Union internationale pour la protection des oeuvres
littraires et artstiques. A history of the numerous preparatory meetings and of the final
conference called in 1886 for the signing of the treaty, plus a list of the countries participating, may be found in 1 LADAS 71-83. For a general discussion of the International Copyright Union see DeWolf, International Copyright Union, 18 J. PA. OFF.
Soc'y 33 (1936) ; Solberg, The International Copyright Union, 36 YALY, L.J. 68 (1926) ;
Solberg, Copyright Law Reform, 35 YALE L.J. 48, 66-8 (1925). See also, COPINGrR &
SK o E JAmFmS, LAW OF COPYRIGHT 268-87 (8th ed. 1948) (hereinafter cited as CopwczR) ;
UNWIN, THE TRUTH ABOUT PU3LISHING 264-6 (4th ed. 1946), KILI O, INTUNATIONAL
COPYRIGHT 1-36 (1944), BOWxER, COPYRIGHT: ITS HISTORY AND ITS LAw 311-40 (1912),
LANcFFIELD, NOTEs ON COPYRIGHT 1111
153-206 (1896).
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Acceptance of Berne. however, has been confined largely to Europe. The
United States 13 and others in the Western Hemisphere " have remained
aloof.
In the hope of instituting a system of international copyright control which
would be acceptable to Berne members, to the United States, and to Latin
America, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNEsco) began in 1947 to draft a universal copyright convention. 15
Recent submission of the final draft of this document I poses anew the
general problem of effective international protection, and in particular the
17
question of United States participation.
UNITED STATES PROTECTION OF FOREIGN WORKS

The United States currently grants protection to only a limited number of
foreign works. This country has never joined the Berne Union.18 America
13. See Brown, The Role of the United States in Relatio, to the Intcrnational Copyright Union in Recent Years, 34 J. PAT. OFF. Socvy 141, 200 (1952); p. 1068 infra.
14. Of the Western Hemisphere nations only Brazil (1922). Canada (1107), and
Haiti (1887) joined the Berne Union, 1 LADAS 121, and Haiti renounced the treaty in
1943, 2 UNESCO COPYIGHT Bu-L. 84 (No. 4 1949). Dates in parentheses are those of
ratification. For discussion of copyright protection among American states, see PAN
AAmucAx UmoN, COPYPIGHT PROTEcTiox IN THE AmrUCAs, Pts. IV and V (Law, and
Treaty Ser. No. 33, 2d ed. 1950) (hereinafter cited as PROTECTON IN THE AkMER .S);
Note, Inter-American Copyright Convention, 60 HAnv. L RsEv. 1329 (1947); House of
Delegates: Proceedings, 33 A.B.A.J. 390, 399-400 (1947).
15. Resolution 2.4.1 of the General Conference of UN.sco at Mexico City in 1947
stated: "Unesco shall, with all possible speed and with due regard to existing agreements,
consider the problem of improving Copyright on a world-wide basis." Quoted in 1
UxESco COnP GHT BUL.. 2 (No. 1 1948). See Kuhn, The Worh of Unesco on Copyright,
43 Am 3. IN'L L. 343 (1949). A comparative study of copyright laws was carried on
in 1948, followed by meetings of committees of experts. The Third Committee of Fxperts,
meeting in Washington, D.C., in 1950, debated extensively the substantive provisions
which a new convention should contain. For a summary record of this meeting see
3 UESCO COPYRIGHT Bum- 3-99 (No. 3-4 1950). A final draft w;as completed in Paris
in 1951. 4 id. at 3-30 (No. 3 1951) (volumes 1-4 of the UNESLo COPvM(nT BcLruIN
are devoted to presenting in detail the information collected by the Copyright Division of
UNExsco).

See also U.N. UNIvERsAL DEc'wxTox OF Htu-TAN RIGHTS, art. 27,

r,

2:

"Everyone has the right to the protection of the moral and material interests resulting
from any scientific, literary or artistic production of which he is the author."
16. Thirty-six nations, including the United States, signed the U:;isco Universal
Copyright Convention at an Intergovernmental Copyright Conference in Geneva, Switzerland, in September, 1952. 5 UNESco COPYRIGHT BLLT- 27-9 (No.3-4 1952). Four
countries-Belgium, Israel, Japan, and Peru-signed after the Conference had ended. For
a complete list, see authorities cited in note 161 infra. But the Convention will not go
into effect until ratified. UNIVERSAL COP RIGHT COMxV-,TION, art. IX (hereinafter cited

as UCC).
17.
gress.
rights,
18.

See p. 1083 infra. Enabling legislation will soon be presented to the ConCommunication to the YALE LAw JouRNAL from Arthur Fisher, Register of Copydated February 26, 1953, in Yale Law Library.
See text at note 13 supra.
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was originally content to pirate literary works of other nations, especially
England's. 19 Under the federal copyright statute of 1790,20 a non-resident
alien could not procure copyright here. 2 ' An 1891 amendment, however,
forsook the policy of piracy by enabling foreigners to get American copyright,2 2 and the substance of that legislation persists to the present. 23
Requirements for Acquiring American Copyright

Foreigners can currently obtain copyright in the United States only if certain
conditions are met. First, the President must proclaim that the foreign author's
country grants American authors the same protection it gives its own
nationals.2 Such proclamations have issued to thirty-six nations.2 Secondly,
19. In general, see BowKm, COPYRIGHT: ITS HISTORy AND ITS LAw 341-72 (1912) ;
COPINGER 291; Report of the British Commission of 1878, in THE QUESuON OF CoPYRIGHT 267-71 (Putnam ed. 1891) ; MArrHEws, CHEAP BOOKS AND GOOD BOOKS (1888) ;
PUTNAM, INTERNATIONAL COPYRIGHT

(1879);

WHITE, THE AMERiCAN VImw OF TiI

For a British view of American piracy see BonN, Tm:
QuESToIOr OF UNRECIPROCATED FOREIGN COPYRIGHT (1851). For an early publisher's
defense of international copyright anarchy, see CAREY, THE INTERNATIONAL COPYRIGHT
(1872); CAREY, LErrnEs ON INTERNATIONAL COPYRIGHT (1853).
QUEsTION CONSIDEx
And see, MORGAN, ANGLo-AmERICAN INTERNATIONAL COPYRIGHT (1879).
COPYRIGHT QUESTION

(1880).

Copyright Act of 1790, 1 STAT. 124 (1790).
21. "[Nothing in this act shall be construed to extend to prohibit the importation
vending, reprinting or publishing within the United States, of any map, chart, book
books, written, printed, or published by any person not a citizen of the United States,
foreign parts or places without the jurisdiction of the United States." Copyright Act
1790, § 5, 1 STAT. 125 (1790).
20.

or
or
in

of

22. 26 STAT. 1106-7 (1891) ; see H.R. REP. No. 2401, 51st Cong., 1st Sess. (1890),
23. See 17 U.S.C. § 9 (Supp. 1952).
24. Ibid. A citizen of an unproclaimed country cannot, by assigning his reproduction
rights to a national of a proclaimed country, acquire protection in the United States. Bong

v. Alfred S. Campbell Art Co., 155 Fed. 116 (2d Cir. 1907), aff'd, 214 U.S. 236 (1909).
But the Second Circuit has held that the American assignee of Adolf Hitler, who had
no citizenship, had acquired a valid United States copyright in Mein Kampf. Houghton
Mifflin Co. v. Stackpole Sons, 104 F.2d 306 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 308 U.S. 597 (1939).
For discussion of the Houghton Mifflin case see Breathitt, Copyright Protection of Alilens
and Stateless Persons, 41 Ky. L.J. 302 (1953) ; Dawson, Hitler and the Copyrights of
Stateless Persons, 21 PA. B.A.Q. 26 (1949) ; Smith, The Kanipf about "Mein Katlpj'
19 B.U.L. REv. 633 (1939) ; Note, 49 YALE L.J. 132 (1939) ; Note, 13 So. CALIF. L. R v.
356 (1940).
25. Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Chile, Costa Rica, Cuba,
Czechoslovakia, Danzig, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain and possessions, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Luxembourg, Mexico, Netherlands and
possessions, New Zealand, Norway, Palestine (excluding Trans-Jordan), Philippines,
Poland, Portugal, Rumania, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Tunisia, and Union of South
Africa. 17 U.S.C. § 9 (1952). The most recent proclaimed nation is the Principality of
Monaco. See 1 U.S. CODE CoNG. & AD IN. NEws, 82d Cong., 2d Sess. 1001 (1952). By
proclamation, bilateral treaty, or multilateral convention, the United States has copyright
relations with a total of fifty-four nations. Ibid.
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2
a foreign author must comply with the formalities imposed on Americans.
Any publication of the work must bear notice of copyright, its date, and the
name of its proprietor.27 The author must, on demand of the Register of Copyrights, deposit two copies of the work-or one copy and four dollars ;- and
he must register his claim to protection.2 9 An author can copyright a work
not reproduced for sale, such as a motion picture, simply by filing with the
0
Copyright Office a registration containing a description of the work.
The Manufacturing Clause. The most serious obstacle confronting foreign
authors who seek American copyright is the statutory requirement that, in
order to be protected in the United States, all books or periodicals in the
English language "shall be printed from type set within the limits uf the
United States." 31 Enacted in 1891,32 when the printing trades may have
3
needed shelter from foreign competition at the expense of English authors,
the manufacturing clause has served to deny American copyright to all but the
best-known foreign authors writing in English.
The manufacturing clause presents no problem to an English author, such
34
as Winston Churchill, who writes a "sure" best seller. Regardless of the
statutory requirement, he or his publisher will make arrangements with an
American publisher to have his book printed here, thus reaping the advantages
of an American distribution network and large scale press runs to which
European equipment is not adapted. 3 Publishers commonly adopt this
practice. 36

26. 17 U.S.C. § 9 (Supp. 1952).
27. 17 U.S.C. §§ 10, 19 (Supp. 1952). But see Katz, Is Notice of Copyright Xecessary in Works Published Abroad?-A Query and a Quandary, [1953] ,VAsH. U.LQ.

55; Note, 22 N.Y.U.L.Q. REv. 105 (1947).
28. 17 U.S.C. §§ 13, 14, 215 (Supp. 1952).
29. 17 U.S.C. § 13 (Supp. 1952). 37 Con FFD. RaGs. § 202.1(b) (1949). Also see
HowEI.L 85-6.
30. 17 U.S.C. § 12 (Supp. 1952).

31. 17 U.S.C. § 16 (Supp. 1952). For discussion of the statute, see Breathitt, Copyright Protection of Aliens and Stateless Persons, 41 Ky. I.J. 302 (1953); Shriver, Notes
on the Law of Cop3rightand Importation of Books, 31 L-w Lm.J. 127 (1938) ; Solb2rg,
The INew Copyright Bill, 15 NORE DA.sn LAW. 123, 130-40 (1940); Note, Relaxation
of the .ManfacturingRequirevwnt for Foreign Works, 35 Co='. L.Q. 452 (1950).
32. 26 STAT.1107 (1891).

33. See H.R. REP. No. 2401, 51st Cong., 1st Sess. 1-2 (1890); Solbrg, The I:ter-

national Copyright Union, 36 YALE UJ.68, 104 (1926) ; Ashford, The Comipulsory 3anfacturing Provisions in AscAp, FOURTH COPYRIGHT LAW SYMLPUSIUM 52-7 (1952).
American publishers very shortly abandoned their earlier support of the manufacturing
clause. See statement of George H. Putnam quoted in Ashford, stipra, at 54-5.
34. The manufacturing clause also applies to works translated into English and
printed abroad. See 17 U.S.C. § 16 (Supp. 1952).
35. See Hearings,supra note 6, at 27; Chafee, supra note 4, at 523-6.
36. Hearings,supra note 6, at 27.
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The one who suffers most from the manufacturing requirement is the
English-writing alien who cannot predict his American market. Since American publishers are loath to print an edition of less than 8,000 copies,a? an
Englishman cannot use a small American printing to test the market here
by taking advantage of the American distributing network. Under an amendment to the manufacturing clause,38 however, a foreign author has six months
after a publication abroad in which to acquire a temporary American copyright on the material printed there. Known as ad interim copyright, this
protection lasts for five years. During that time the author may import 1,500
protected copies of the work into the United States. 39 But, if at the end of five
years he wants to retain American copyright, he must have an edition printed
40
in this country.
Ad iterim protection is not all that a foreign author might desire. If his
work meets with little initial success, the foreign author may not find it
feasible to engineer an American printing during the ad interim period. Should
he later write a best seller, the demand for his earlier book might skyrocket.
But since the author could no longer copyright the earlier work in the United
States, 41 American publishers could reproduce it without paying royalties.
The problem is aggravated by the fact that denying copyright in a book
also precludes the foreign author from deriving any benefit from motion picture, radio, or dramatic adaptation of his work in the United States. Thus,
without an American edition, the English-writing author risks piracy which
may cost him the lion's share of his potential reward.
Equality of Substantive Protection
Once a foreign author obtains United States copyright, however, his substantive protection is the same as that of Americans. He acquires the exclusive
right to vend, copy, or translate his work, or to perform it publicly for profit
if a musical work.42 In addition, a copyright proprietor can enjoin unauthor48
ized use of his work and recover minimum statutory damages therefore.A
44
term.
identical
an
for
renewable
This protection lasts twenty-eight years,
37. Id. at 159.

38. 35 STAT. 1080 (1909), as amended, 17 U.S.C. § 22 (Supp. 1952).
39. Ibid. For a discussion of the most recent changes in ad interim protection, raising the import limit from 500 to 1500 copies and increasing the period for registration
from 60 days to six months, see Hearings before Conmmittee on the Judiciary on H.R.
2285, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. (1949).
40. 17 U.S.C. § 23 (Supp. 1952).
41. 17 U.S.C. § 22 (Supp. 1952).
42. This list of rights is not exhaustive. For a complete list see 17 U.S.C. § I
(Supp. 1952). For a short summary of authors' rights, see Schulman, Authors' Rights
in

FEDERAL BAR

Ass'N, 7 COPYRIGHT PRoBLEMs ANALYZED 19-30 (1952).

43. 17 U.S.C. § 101 (Supp. 1952).
44. 17 U.S.C. § 24 (Supp. 1952). See Kupferman, Renewal of Copyright, 44 CoL.

L. RPv. 712 (1944).
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Inter-American Agreenwnzts
The requirements of proclamation, compliance with formalities, and domestic manufacture do not apply to nationals of fourteen Latin American
nations who joined with the United States in the Buenos Aires Copyright
47
40
dosed to non-American countries,
Convention of 1910. 4 5 This treaty,

specifies that an author must obtain copyright in the country of first publication before other nations are obligated to grant protection. 4 s Each copy of
the work must contain notice that rights have been reserved 4 0
The treaty, however, does not assure United States creators of complete
protection south of the border, nor does it confer upon their Latin American
brethren absolute control over works circulated in the United States. Administrative and tariff restrictions in Latin America,r ° combined with narrow
judicial interpretation in the United States,' may have undermined protection
in Latin America.52 These restrictions curtail imports of American books
and periodicals printed in the national language--material which would compete with the domestic publishing industry. And despite the provisions of the
17 U.S.C. § 9(b) (Supp. 1952).
SEr., No. 593 (Dep't State 1910), 3S STAT. 1785 (1914). The
following nations have ratified the treaty: Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica,
Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Nicaragua. Panama, Paraguay, Peru, United States, and Uruguay. 2 UNEsco COvvRaIT BLuL. 144 (No. 4 1949).
Mexico has recently ratified the Convention, but has not yet notified the Pan-American
Union officially. Communication to the YALE LAw JOURNAL from .Manuel Canyes, Chief,
Division of Law and Treaties, Organization of American States, dated March 30, 1953,
in Yale Law Library. See also, Ladas, Inter-American Copyriqht, 7 U. o7 Pirr. L. Rm.
283 (1941); Sanders, The Protection of Intellectual Property of American Citizens in
Latin America, 139 Pum.IsHEs WEXmay 2456 (1941); PrtcrxoN IN THE A~sEmacAs
11-22.
OF 1910, Preamble. The full text of this Convention
47. BumEos AIms Cov 'rNE-oN
45.

46. U.S. TaiA

is found in PROTECTION IN THE AmEmrcAs 199 et seq.

48. Bu mos AREs CoNVEno

OF 1910, art. 3. The rights granted to an author

under this treaty are "the exclusive power of disposing of [his copyrighted worl:], of

publishing, assigning, translating or authorizing its translation and reproducing it in
any form whether wholly or in part." Id. art. 4.
49. Id. art. 3.
50. For a summary of these restrictions, see Hearings,snpra nott 6, at 33, 150, 213;
Warner, The Unesco Universal Copyright Convention, [1952] Wis. L. R.W, 493, 493;
Sanders, supra note 46; PROTECTION IN THE AmEmmIucs 107-110, 174-5.
51. Since courts have construed article 4, note 48 supra, as not covering mechanical
reproduction rights, nationals of Buenos Aires treaty nations cannot get royalties from
the use of their copyrighted music on phonograph records. Todamerica Musica v. Radio
Corporation of America, 171 F.2d 369 (2d Cir. 1948) ; Portuondo v. Columbia Phonograph Co., 81 F. Supp. 355 (S.D.N.Y. 1937). And see 29 Ors. ATr'y GE-. 64 (1911)
for the origin of this limiting interpretation of the Copyright Act of 1909, 35 STAT. 1075
(1909), 17 U.S.C. § l(e) (Supp. 1952).
52. See Hearings before Senate Committee on Foreign Relations on Executie E,
73d Congress, 77th Cong., 1st Sess. 3S-40, 65, 78-9, 87-9 (1941) ; Statement of Edwin P.
Kilroe, Hearings before Senate Committee on Foreign Relations on ExeWitie E, 73d
Congress, 75th Cong., 1st Sess. 2-3 (1937).
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treaty,53 some countries impose deposit and filing fees on foreign authors. 4
Conversely, United States protection against unauthorized American recordings of foreign music requires a Presidential proclamation finding that the
composer's nation grants mechanical reproduction rights to Americans. 5 The
treaty does not supersede this special requirement. 0 And such proclamations
have issued only to Argentina,5 7 Cuba,58 and Chile "0 among the Latin American nations, even though the recording right is one of the most valuable
the Latin American can have today. G
The Inter-American Convention of 194601 attempted to strengthen the
Buenos Aires treaty. Ten nations, including Brazil and Mexico, have adopted
the revision.0 2 But the United States has taken no action toward ratification, 0
presumably because she objects to the broad protection given to an author's
reputation, 4 the agreement's retroactive application,0 5 and provisions which
make it mandatory to enjoin publication of infringing works.00
53. BUENOS AIRES CONVENTION OF 1910, art. 3: "The acknowledgement of a copyright obtained in one state in conformity with its laws shall produce its effects of full
right in all other states, without the necessity of complying with any other formality,
provided always there shall appear in the work a statement that indicates the, reservation of the property right."
54. 4 UNES O COPYRIGHT BULL. 12-52 (No. 4 1951); Sanders, supra note 46.
55. 17 U.S.C. § 1 (e) (Supp. 1952). And see note 51 supra.
56. See note 51 supra.
57. 49 Str. 3413 (1913), 17 U.S.C.A. § 9 (1952).
58. 37 STAT. 1721 (1911), 17 U.S.C.A. § 9 (1952).
59. 44 STAT. 2590 (1925), 17 U.S.C.A. § 9 (1952).
60. Communication to the YALE LAW JOURNAL from Herman Finkelstein, General
Attorney, ASCAP, dated March 31, 1953, in Yale Law Library.
61. For the text of this Convention see 1 UNESCO COPYRIGHT BULL. 94 (No. 2 1948).
And see PAN-AmERICAN UNION, HANDBOOK FOR DELEGATES TO INmER-AmERiCAN CoNFERENCE OF EXPERTS ON COPYRIGHT (1946) ; PAN-AmERICAN UNION, PROCEEDINGS OF THE
INTER-AIERICAN CONFERENCE OF ExpERrs ON COPYRIGHT (1946); RLORT OF UNITED
STATEs DELEGATE TO INTER-AmERICAN CONFERENCE OF EXPERTS ON COPYRIGHT, U.S.

CONF. SER. No. 99 (Dep't State 1947). Also see Rea, Some Legal Aspects of the PanAmerican Copyright Convention of 1946, 4 WASH. & LEE L. REV. 10 (1946); Comment,
The Inter-American Copyright Convention: Its Place in United States Copyright Law,
60 HARv. L. REV. 1329 (1947).
62. Bolivia, Brazil, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Guatemala, Honduras,
Mexico, Nicaragua, and Paraguay have ratified this treaty. Communication from Manuel
Canyes, supra note 46.
63. The treaty was presented to the Senate by President Truman, 93 CoNG. REc.
9121 (1947), but the treaty, Executive HH, 80th Cong., 1st Sess., is still in the hands
of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. CCH CONG. INDEX, 83D CONG. 7004 (1953).

64. Even though the Convention makes this "moral" right alienable. INTEIL-AmEICAN
CONVENTION OF 1946, art. XI.

65. If a work is in the public domain of the protecting country, protection will be
restored unless some person in the protecting country has acquired a vested right in
that work before ratification. Id. art. XVII (2).
66. Id. art. XIII. In the United States, the injunctive remedy is permissive, 17 U.S.C.
§ 112 (Supp. 1952), as is seizure of infringing works, 17 U.S.C. § 101 (d) (Supp. 1952).
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UNION

While the United States pursued a nationalistic policy, European nations

formed the Berne Union in 1886.07 This multipartite organization granted
any person publishing an original literary or artistic work in a nation belonging to the Union protection against unauthorized reproduction in other member nations.68 Despite subsequent revisions-in 1908,c 1928,70 and 1948 7 1-the
Union has retained this concept.72 And the Union now has forty-three

members, representing all of Europe, much of the non-American vorld,
73

Canada, and Brazil.

67. The following nations ratified the Berne Convention of 186 (date of ratification
is shown in parenthesis): Australia (18,); Belgium (1887); Canada (18W); Denmark
(1903); France (1887); Germany (1887); Great Britain (1887); Haiti (1837) (but
see note 14 supra) ; India (1887) ; Irish Free State (1887) ; Italy (1887) ; Japan (1899) ;
Luxembourg (188); Monaco (1889); New Zealand (18,37); Norway (1896); Spain
(1887); Sweden (1904); Switzerland (1887); Tunis (1887); Union of South Africa
(1887). 1 LAAs 121-2. There were numerous conferences prior to 186, but their
unofficial character prevented binding action. The first official conference met in Berne
in 1884 to prepare a draft convention. Fourteen countries, most of them European.
participated. A second official meeting at Berne in 1885 made slight modifications of
the earlier draft. And the Convention was finally signed at Berne in 1886. For a detailed
report of these conferences, with citations to the original documents, see 1 id. at 71-83.
68. BEP-,E Coxvmz-xnoN OF 1S6 ar. 2, § 1. The complete text of the Convention,
in French and English, is reproduced in 2 LAs 1123-34.
69. The Berne Convention was revised at Berlin in 1903. 1 id. at 89-94. For the
text of this revision, see 2 id. at 1141-54. For comments on the Berlin Revision, see
Bows=R, COFIUGHT: ITs HISTORY AkND ITS LAw 326-30 (1912); CoPIT'GnT OFMcu,
REPORT OF THE UNITED STATES DELG.xAm To THE BmuN Co-m::ic (Bull No. 13

1908); 1 LA.DAs 89-94.
70. For English and French texts of the 1922 Revision undertaken at Rome, see 2
id. at 1156-74. For comments on this revision, see Kilroe, Adherence of the United States
to the Berne Convention as Modificd at Rome, 9 COPYRIGHT MATEMAL (1936) (CopyRIGHT MATEzms is a collection of miscellaneous literature on copyright, presented to Yale
Law Library by Edwin P. Kilroe); .M1intces and Docnmnts of the Rome Conference,
1928, id. at 18-19; Solberg, The International Copyright Union, 36 YALE L.J. 63, 84(1926).
71. The latest revision of the Convention took place at Brussels. For the text see
HOWELL 311-25. For discussion see PLAIS.%NT, REORTER-GENEAL, GF- .'T L RE0o.r ON.
THE WORK OF TME Dm -mATic CON-RENcZ FCOR
THF REvisION OF THE B~mn Co:m.iTIOx (194S) (translated from the French by the U.S. Copyright Office); U.S. STATE
Dms'T, REPORT OF THE UNITED STTFs OBSEVnER DELATiOU TO THE INTRNATIONAL
CoNFERENCE FOR REVSION OF THE Bsmaw CONVTNTION: (1949) ; Chediak, The Progressive
Development of Vorld Copyright Laz, 42 Am. J. INT'L L. 797 (1943); Fisher, The

1948 Revision of the Berne Convention, 10 FED. Com.i. BJ. 53 (1949); Foster, International Copyright Protection, 3 So. CAR. L.Q. 60 (1950); The Relision of the Berne
Convention in Brussels, 1 UNESCO COPYRIGHT Bus±. 10 (No. 2 194S).
72. See Bunux REvIsioN art. 4, § 1 (1908); RomE REvisioN art. 4(1) (1923);
BRUSSELS REvisION art. 4(1) (1948).
73. The following countries are members of the Berne Union: Australia, Austria,

Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany,
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, India, Irish Free State,
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From the outset, conflicting forces moulded the scope and character of
Berne protection. Some members were reluctant to favor foreign authors
over native creators, and hence sought "national treatment": they wished to
confine the protection given the foriegn author to that which he would receive
if he published initially in the protecting nation.7 4 On the other hand, there
was a desire to abandon national treatment in some fields in favor of uniformity, particularly where member nations required foreigners to comply
with formalities peculiarly designed for domestic purposes. 7 The Union
which the interplay of these forces produced can be analyzed in terms of the
following standards: what is protected, through what formalities, for how
long. In addition, there is the question of adherence: to what extent members
may accept some provisions and reject others.
Scope of Protection
Works protected. Under bi-national arrangements prior to Berne, country
B would protect a work from country A only if country B's domestic legislation protected similar works produced by its own nationals.10 But Berne
continually, though gradually, supplanted domestic law with an international
code; its copyright now embraces many classes of material not previously
protected by domestic legislation.7 7 The original Berne Convention extended
uniform protection only to the most prevalent literary forms."' After the 1908
Berlin Revision, however, protected works, whether published or unpublished,
included:
"[A] 11productions in the literary, scientific, or artistic domaiin, whatever the mode or form of reproduction, such as: books, pamphlets
and other writings; dramatic or dramatico-musical works; choreographic works and pantomimes, the stage directions of which are
fixed in writing or otherwise; musical compositions with or without
words; drawings, paintings; works of architecture and sculpture;
engravings and lithographs; illustrations; geographical charts; plans,
sketches and plastic works relating to geography, topography, architecture or the sciences.
"Translations, adaptations, arrangements of music and other reproductions transformed from a literary or artistic work, as well as
Israel, Italy, Japan, Lebanon, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Morocco, Monaco, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Rumania, Thailand, Spail,
Sweden, Switzerland, Syria, Tunisia, Turkey, Union of South Africa, Vatican City,
Yugoslavia. DROIT D'AUTEUR 1-5 (Jan. 15, 1953). Also see communication to the
YALE LAW JoL-RNAL from Dr. B6nigne Mentha, Director of the Berne Union, dated
April 20, 1953, in Yale Law Library (translated from the French by Miss Marie
McMahon).
74. COPINGER 270; 1 LADAS 83-6.
75. See authorities cited note 74 supra.
76. 1 LAPAS 53-4.
77. See 1 id. at 33, 53-5.
78. BERNE CONVENTioN oF 1886 art. IV.
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compilations from different works, are protected as original works
without prejudice to the rights of the author of the original work."70
This list was expanded in 1928 to include so-called "oral" works-lectures,
sermons, and non-political speeches 8s -- and the 1948 Brussels Revision added
photographic works.8 '
The Convention applied uniformly to all of the above works which had.
at the time of ratification by the protecting country, a valid copyright in the
country where the work was first published.8 2 If the work was then in the
public domain in the protecting nation, copyright was inaugurated.P After
the 1908 Berlin Revision, signatory countries granted protection even if the
formalities necessary for copyright in the country of origin were not met.84
Thus, if a French author published a book in 1905 and did not acquire copyright in France, he had no protection in Berne nations. But because of the
1908 amendment he would thereafter be protected in member nations, even
though he still did not have French copyright. If, however, French protection
had lapsed through expiration of the term of copyright, the author could
acquire no rights in member nations.8 5
Substantive rights protected. The author's substantive rights in protected
works are also, broadly speaking, uniform. Prior to 1908, domestic law set
the limits of protection. 80 But now the Convention guarantees to the author
the exclusive power to print, copy, sell, or perform his work.8 7 It also preserves the author's right to translate his works s8 -a valuable commodity in
the world market. Under the 1886 Convention, the right to translate remained
in force for only ten years following the original publication.60 Although this
protection in many cases surpassed that which member nations had previously
bestowed upon foreign authors,0 0 members later thought the ten-year period
79. BEuL REmsION OF 1908 art. 2.
80. RomE PVIsIoN OF 1928 art. 2(1).
81. This document extended code treatment to "photographic works and .orks produced by a process analogous to photography." BRUSSE S EvISION OF 1948 art. 2(1).
82. Id. art. 18, § 1.
83. BERNE CONvExTION OF 188 6 art. XIV; FINAL PROTOCOL TO THE BEnNE CONVENTIoN ff 4 in 2 LADAs 1132; ADDITIONAL ACT OF 1896 art. HI(2) in 2 L'Aus 11R.
84. BRuN REvisioN OF 1903 arts. 4, 18. Also see 1 LAVAS 343-50.
85. BRUsSELs REVISION OF 1948 art. 18, § 2; 1 LoADs 349-50. On the general application of the retroactivity clause, see 1 id. at 343-59.
86. BE_NE CONVENTION OF 1886 art. II, § 1. And see 1 Lim.s 363-7.
87. BRUSSELS REVISION OF 1948 arts. 8-14.
88. Id. art. S. The author of the original has the exclusive right to translate or
authorize another to translate. Ibid. In addition, the translator, whether the author or
his assignee, may copyright the translation once it is made. See text at note 79 supra.
89. BERNE CoxvEnTox OF 1826 art. V, § 1. And see 1 LAD.As 84, 371-3.
90. 1 id. at 3840, 58-61. For example, in Germany, Austria, and Hungary no
translation right existed for foreign authors unless they explicitly reserved the right
to translate, and published a translation in the national language within one year from
the end of the calendar year during which the original work appeared. I id. at 39.
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inadequate; translation was a widespread form of piracy.9 ' Since 1908, the
right to translate -has been treated on a par with the author's other rights in
the reproduction of his work.9 2
In addition, the Convention currently assures the author of control over
radio, phonograph, and motion picture adaptations.9 3 Berne grants him during his lifetime a non-transferable right "to object to every deformation,
mutilation or other modification of the . . . work, which may be prejudicial
to his honor or . . . reputation. ' 94 This "moral rights" clause, 9 adopted in
1928,96 had appeared in the domestic law of many Berne nations. 7 It
strengthened the position of authors bargaining over rights to radio or movie
reproduction, the two major channels of adaptation. 98
Formalities

Formalities necessary to invoke protection outside the country of first publication also received code treatment. Before 1908, the author first had to
obtain formal copyright in the country of origin.9D Currently mere publication
-issue of a work for public consumption '0 0 -in one ratifying nation is sufficient to secure protection in the others.' 0 ' But signatory nations may make
91. 1 id. at 368-71.
92. BERLIN REvISiON OF 1908 art. 8. The first step toward increasing the author's
translation rights was taken in the Additional Act of 1896. Under that agreement, a
national of a member state could translate without restriction only if, after ten years,
the author had not published a translation in the national language of the translator's
country. ADDITIONAL Acr OF 1896 art. 3 in 2 LADAS 1135-6.
93. BRussELs REVISION OF 1948 arts. 11-14. The author's rights in regard to these
uses of his work were first mentioned in the 1928 Revision. RoME REVisiON OF 1928
arts. 11-13.
94. Id. at art. 6 bis (1).
95. The literature on moral rights is extensive. The leading work on the subject is
Roeder, The Doctrine of Moral Right, 53 HARv. L. REv. 554 (1940). See also Katz,
The Doctrine of Moral Right and American Copyright Law in AscAP, FOURTH COPYRIGHT
LAw Symposium 79 (1952); 1 LADAS 575-604.
96. See note 94 supra.
97. 1 LADAs 579.
98. See 1 id. at 575-81. An author's moral rights may also allow him to object to
mutilation in other types of adaptation, such as dramatization or translation. Roeder,
The Doctrine of Moral Right, 53 HA~v. L. REV. 554, 577 (1940). See p. 1081 in ra.
99. BEzN CONVENTION OF 1886 art. II § 2.
100. This definition appears in the Brussels Revision of 1948 art. 4(4). For a
critical discussion of the publication requirement as defined in the Convention, see 1
L. As 288-310. The 1948 Brussels Revision states: ". . . '[P]ublished works' shall be
understood to be works copies of which have been issued and made available in sufficient
quantities to the public." BRUsSELs REVISION OF 1948 art. 4(4) (the italicized portion
was added in 1948).
101. BRussELs REVISION OF 1948 arts. 4(1), (2). Although there is some doubt,
it appears that failure to fulfill formalities, such as deposit of copies with the court,
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compliance by their own nationals with domestic formalities a condition
precedent to copyright protection at home.10 2
Duration of Copyright
Berne sets a uniform term of protection for most works-the author's life
and fifty years after his death.103 Initially, the duration of copyright in most
works equalled the term provided by the domestic law of either the publish-

ing country or the protecting country, whichever period was shorter.1 4 This
"comparison of terms" rule persisted through all revisions of the Berne Con-

vention except the 1948 Brussels Revision, 10 which adopted the uniform lifeplus term.10 6
Reservations

However unifying Berne may appear to be, nations which were already
members when a revision was enacted were permitted to reject all or part of
the revision and remain bound pro tanto by the earlier version.1 0 7 Japan,
for instance, still adheres to the 1886 ten-year translation provision,108 even
though she has accepted other portions of the 1928 Rome Revision. 0 9 And
Great Britain has refused to give retroactive application to any of the articles. 10
cannot prevent a foreigner from seeking judicial relief for infringement. See 1 LADAs
273-5; 2 UNsco COPYRIGHT BULL 94-103 (No. 2-3 1949).
For an instance in which the courts of a member nation have denied protection by
construing "publication" narrowly, see pp. 1079-SO infra.
102. BRussELs RmvsION OF 1948 art. 4(2). All texts of the Convention apply only
to copyright acquisition outside the country of origin. But the liberalization of copyright
in the Union did prompt action to secure automatic copyright for nationals in their home
countries. 1 LADAs 187-9.
103. BRussELs RsViSON OF 1948 art. 7(1). Article 7(2) grants the foreign author
the right to claim the longer period which a nation extends to its native authors. But only
seven countries grant terms greater than fifty years post mortem auctoris: Brazil (60),
Colombia (80), Cuba (80), Spain (SO), Guatemala (perpetual), Nicaragua (perpetual),
and Portugal (perpetual). 2 UNEsco COPYMIGHT BoT.. 70-81 (No. 2-3 1949).
104. BnPNx Co-,vENTiON OF 1S86 art. II, § 2.
105. Brnux RmIsio.- OF 1903 art. 7; Roxm REVsioN OF 192S art. 7.
106. See note 103 supra. The comparison of terms rule still applies to cinematographic
and photographic works. BRUSSELs REvISION OF 1948 art. 7(3).
107. See, e.g., Rom RmISION OF 1928 arts. 25(3), 23.
10.
1 L.AiAs 92-3, 99, 141-4, 386-8.
109. 1 id. at 121.
110. 1 id. at 352-3. Of the members of the Berne Union, stpranote 73, only twenty-two
have ratified without reservations. DROIT D'AuTEUR 2 (Jan. 15, 1953). Seven countries have
reservations to article 18 on retroactivity: Australia, Great Britain, India, New Zealand,
Norway, Thailand, and Union of South Africa. Id. at 3. And nine nations remain
bound by the original ten-year translation provision: Greece, Iceland, Irish Free State,
Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Thailand, Turkey, and Yugoslavia. Ibid. For a complete
list of reservations presently in force, see id. at 2-3.
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Berne, however, requires a nation first signing the Convention after a revision
to accept the then current text in its entirety."'

As the net result of periodic modification, Berne now relies only meagerly
on domestic legislation to determine what kind of protection member nations
must grant to works emanating from another signatory. The current version 1
protects any type of work published within the Union and extends its protection over a period which does not vary from country to country. Foreign
authors need observe neither the formalities imposed by the protecting nations,
nor those of the country of origin. Translations receive the same protection
as originals. And although radio use of protected works may be regulated
by domestic law," 3 the moral rights clause prevents any substantial diminution of the author's control. Nations remain free to legislate only on subsidiary
issues such as newspapers' use of oral works," 4 retaliatory action,11 5 seizure
of pirated works," 6 and use of quotations." 7
BERNE PROTECTION OF UNITED STATES WORKS

Despite the fact that United States copyright is practically unavailable to
many foreign authors 1 8s American authors find it easy to obtain protection in
Berne countries. The Convention protects any work published in a member
111. Roam REvisioN OF 1928 art. 28(3). Countries not already members of the
Union were in fact given a three-year period after the 1928 conference in which they
could ratify either the 1908 or the 1928 treaty. Ibid. But many nations were slow to
ratify the 1928 revision. 1 LADAS 121-2. Similar provisions applied to ratification of
other revisions. BERI N RiEvisiON OF 1908 art. 25; BRUssEas RmsioN OF 1948 arts. 25,
27(2).
112. The following sixteen nations have ratified the Brussels Revision of 1948:
Belgium, Brazil, France and Algeria, Israel, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Monaco, Morocco
(French Zone), Philippines, Portugal, Spain, Tunisia, Turkey, Union of South Africa,
Vatican City, and Yugoslavia. DROIT D'AUTEUR 4 (Jan. 15, 1953) (translated from the
French by Judith Caro). Thailand and South West Africa are the only Berne members
still bound wholly by the Berlin Revision of 1908. All others listed note 73 supra, have
adopted the Rome Revision of 1928. Great Britain will probably ratify the Brussels
Revision shortly. 103 L.J. 5 (1953).
For a detailed summary of the changes effected by the 1948 Revision, see The Revisions of the Berne Convention at Brussels, 1 UNESCO CoPvIonT BuLL. 10 (No. 2 1948).
113. BRaUSsRLs RmISlON OF 1948 art. 11 bis (2).
114. Id. art. 2 bis (2). See Williams, Newspaper Copyright and the Internatonal
Copyright Union, 8 TULANE L. Rxv. 98 (1933).
115. BRussELs RmasioN OF 1948 art. 6.
116. Id. art. 16.
117. Id. art. 10. For a complete tally of the matters on which nations may legislate,
see The Revision of the Berne Convention in Brussels, 1 UNSCO CoPvmR
Bum.. 10,
14 (No. 2 1948).
118. See pp. 1067-70 supra.
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nation." 9 The treat), provides that "publication" consists only of issuing copies
to the public 1o or, if the work is first published in a non-member, putting
Thus, an American can meet the techcopies on sale in a member nation.'
nical requirements for protection in the Berne Union simply by shipping a
few copies to a Canadian bookseller at the same time the work goes on sale
here."' -"
Retaliation
Despite a 1914 provision permitting Berne members to restrict the protection given to nationals of non-Berne countries failing to protect Berne works
"in a sufficient manner," 1 retaliation sufficient to force a change in American
copyright policy has not materialized. Throughout the 1930's, at least, the
-4
United States seemed on the verge of approving the treaty,1 which had the
Europeans probably
support of Presidents Hoover 125 and Roosevelt?1
12-7
considered large-scale retaliation unnecessary or inopportune.
119. See text at note 101 supra.
120. BERu RvISiON OF 1908 art. 4, § 4; also see Ro.em REvisiox oF 1928 art. 4(4).
121. BERLIN REvISiON OF 1908 art. 6.
122. Canada is a Berne member. See note 73 supra.
123. "WVhen a country not belonging to the Union does not protect in a sufficient
manner the works of authors within the jurisdiction of a country of the Union, [the
Berlin Revision] can not prejudice, in any way, the right which belongs to the c.mtracting countries to restrict the protection of works by authors who are, at the time of the
first publication of such works, subjects or citizens of the said country not being
a member of the Union, and are not actually domiciled in one of the countries of the
Union." ADDITIOxAL PROTOCOL TO THE INTERNATIONAL COPYRIGHT CO NVI.;TIO

o

BER-

LIN art. I (signed at Berne, 1914). The substance of this provision was carried into the
Rome Revision of 1928 art. 6(2)-(4). In the 1948 revision, a strengthening provision
,as added: "If the country of first publication avails itself of this right [to retaliate], the
other countries of the Union shall not be required to grant to works thus subjected to
special treatment a wider protection than that granted to them in the country (o first
publication." BRussELs REvusION oF 1948 art. 6(2).
124. See text at note 136 infra. The Senate actually ratified the treaty in 1935, without a recorded vote, but because of an agreement in the Senate the ratification was reconsidered. See REP. R GISTER OF COPYRIGHTS 12-13 (1935); id. at 13 (1936).
125. See Statement of Wallace McClure, Treaty Division, Dep't of State, in Hearings before Senate Committee on Patents on H.R. 12549, 71st Cong., 3d Sess. 196 (1931).
126. See Letter of President Franklin D. Roosevelt to Robert Underwood Johnson,
in Hearings before Committee on Foreign Relations on S. 1928, Pt. 2, 73d Cong., 2d Sess.
57-8 (1934); Hearings before Senate Committee on Foreign Relations on Exccutie E,
73d Congress, 75th Cong., 1st Sess. 45 (1937).
127. SOLBERG, THE PRESENT INTEMNATIONAL COPYRIGHT SITUATIUN 16-17 (1934). The
British did not retaliate because, although they bore the brunt of the discrimination
fostered by the manufacturing clause, they exported more to the United States than they
imported from the United States. Hearings,supra note 6, at 221-2. Also see Justice in
Copyright Needed, 126 PtmLsHERs WEEKLY 912 (1934); Ostertag, Report of the
PrincipalEvents in the Domain of Copyright from 1931 to 1937, DRoiT eAuVTEr (July,
1937) (translated from the French by Gertrude Rosenstein).
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Only The Netherlands has attempted serious retaliation; that country, in

the 1930's, refused copyright to many American works. 128 Dutch piracy was
sanctioned not through recourse to the Berne clause legalizing retaliation,
but by the Dutch courts' narrow interpretation of "publication." 120 In 1936,
the highest court of The Netherlands upheld unauthorized use in Holland

of a story which had first appeared in Colliers' magazine.' 30 Although copies
of Colliers' had been distributed in Canada to meet the Berne requirements,
the court held that this was not sufficient publication within the meaning of
the Convention. 131 A few years later, however, the court retreated part way
by refusing to condone piracy of "Gone With The Wind."'1 2 The book
had bieen sent in unbound sheets to Canada, where it had been bound and
distributed. The Dutch high court held that binding the books in Canada
fulfilled the Berne requirements. 133 Since American publishers customarily
have some copies bound in Canada, no effective retaliation now exists in The
134
Netherlands.
American Attempts to Join Berne
Fear of retaliation did provoke numerous attempts by American publishers
and authors and by the State Department to bring the United States into
the Berne Union. 35 Between 1930 and 1941, at least seven separate bills
designed to effectuate United States entry into the Berne Union were introduced in Congress. 3 6 But the threat of piracy did not sway the printers
128. See Hearings before Senate Committee on Foreign Rclations on Excecutive E,
73d Congress, 77th Cong., 1st Sess. 18-19, 21, 24, 28-9, 64-5, 77-81 (1941).
Canada also reacted during the 1920's, imposing the equivalent of a manufacturing
clause on American publishers. This action was taken under the permissive Berne clause
of 1914. See note 123 supra. But it was never implemented by ministerial action. 2 LADAS
907-9; DROIT D'A=UEOR (Sept. 15, 1923) (translation from the French in 1 CAN. B. Ri v
780 (1923)).
129. For the Berne definition of "publication," which the Dutch courts construed,
see pp. 1078-9 supra.
130. Sax Rohmer (Pseudonym for A. H. Sarsfield Ward) v. Uitgeversmaatschapplj
"De Combinatie," Supreme Court of The Netherlands (1936), DROIT n'AUTrut (July,
1937) (translated from the French by Gertrude Rosenstein). For a discussion of this
case see Saher, American-Netherlands Copyright Problens, 1 WoRLD TRADE L.J. 371,
379-80 (1946).
131. See Saher, supra note 130, at 379-80.
132. See id. at 380-2.
133. See Hearings, supra note 6, at 48. For a discussion of the general problem of
American-Netherlands relations and an account of the long legal history of the "Gone
With The Wind" case, see Saher, supra note 130, at 380-2. The case was finally settled
in 1945. Ibid.
134. Hearings,supra note 6, at 37. But see id. at 213, indicating that there may still
be scattered instances of retaliation by the Dutch.
135. See authorities cited note 136 in ra, passim.
136. 1) Hearings before Committee on Patents on HR. 6990, 71st Cong., 2d Sess.
(1930); 2) Hearings before Senate Committee on Patents of; H.R. 12549, 71st Cong.,
3d Sess. (1931); 3) Hearings before Committee of Patents on HR. 10976, 72d Cong.,
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or the motion picture and radio industries from their stand against membership.137 United States adherence to Berne would have necessitated modifying
the manufacturing clause to give protection to works printed abroad. 13s
Printers and book manufacturers argued that since printing costs abroad were
cheap, foreign authors might desert American printers.'33 In addition, they
said, American publishers might print abroad and ship finished copies back
to the United States.' 4 ° The movie and radio industries feared that Berne's
emphasis on authors' rights would make adaptation of literary works more
expensive and less secure.'M And in their view, Berne's grant to authors of
moral rights would straitjacket attempts to alter scripts.142 These policy
justifications were buttressed by the claim that granting copyright in "oral"
works, such as speeches, was unconstitutional, since Article I of the Constitution limits congressional power to protection of "Writings."'143
1st Sess. (1932); 4) Hearings before Committee on Foreign Relalions on S. 1928, 73d
Cong., 2d Sess. (1934); 5) Hearings before House Committee on Patents on Reisions
of the Copyright Laws, 74th Cong., 2d Sess. (1936); 6) Hearings before Senate Committee on Foreign Relations on Executive E, 73d Congress, 75th Cong., 1st Sess. (1937);
7) Hearings before Senate Committee on Foreign Relations on Executive E, 73d Congress, 77th Cong., 1st Sess. (1941). For a summary of this history see Note, Revision
of Copyright Law, 51 H v. L. REv. 906 (1938). And for background of this legislation,
see Solberg, The Present Copyright Situation, 40 YALE L.J. 184 (1930).
137. See notes 14043 infra.
138. The Rome Revision, in force when this legislation was proposed, state unequivocally that no formalities may be required. RoE. REVsio:; oF 1928 art. 4, § 2.
139. See authorities cited note 140 infra.
140. Hearings, supra note 128, at 21-2, 116--, 156482; Hearings before Committee
on Foreign Relations on S. 1928, 73d Cong., 2d Sess. 10-18, 21, 27, S9-91 (1934).
Periodical publishers also opposed the treaty. Hearings, supra note 128, at 115-17, 19993; Hearings before Senate Committee on Foreign Relations on Executive E, 73d Congress, 75th Cong., 1st Sess. 31-4, 36-9 (1937); Hearings before Committee on Foreign
Relations on S. 1928, 73d Cong., 2d Sess. 85-S (1934).
141. See Hearings,sapra note 128, at 89-106, 128-35, 141-56; Hearings before Cowmittee on Foreign Relations on S. 1928, 73d Cong., 2d Sess. 63-85 (1934) ; Hearings before House Conmittee on Patents on Ravision of the Copyright Laws, 74th Cong., 2d
Sess. 1005-44 (1936); Hearings before Senate Committee on Foreign Relations on Executive E, 73d Congress, 75th Cong., 1st Sess. 2-30, 47-50 (1937). On the international
copyright problems of the broadcasting industry see Brown, International Broadcasting:
Its Copyright Aspect, 15 So. CALIF. L REv. 164 (1942); Diamond & Adler, Proposed
Copyright Revision and Phonograph Records, 11 AIR L REv. 29 (1940); Duffy, International Copyright, 8 Am L. RFv. 213 (1937); Hepp, Radio Broadcasting and the
UNESCO Survey of World Copyright Law, 10 FEw. Comm. B.J. 67 (1949); Homburg,
Radio Broadcasting anI the International Protection of Intellectual Rights, 10 FED.
Comm. B.J. 59 (1949); Simpson, The Copyright Situation as Affecting Radio Broadcasting,9 N.Y.U.L.Q. REV. 180 (1931) ; Straschnov, The Monaco Ordinance on Copsright
with Respect to Radio-Broadcasting,10 FED. Comm. BJ. 189 (1949) ; Note, Adherence to the
International Copyright Union and Proposed Copyright Reform, 12 Am L. RE. 49
(1941); Note, 1 J. RADIo L 390 (1931).
142. See authorities cited note 141 supra.
143. "The Congress shall have Power ... To promote the Progress of Science and
useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors ... the exclusive Right to their
respective Writings... :' U.S. CoNsT. ART. I, § 8 (emphasis added).
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Other arguments advanced against ratification served largely as makeweights, 'but nevertheless may have been effective. Some claimed that ratifying before United States laws were amended to conform to the Convention
144
would cause confusion by superimposing Berne on conflicting domestic law.
But this contention could hardly have represented a real motive for opposition. Congress could have amended domestic law before adopting the treaty
or taken both steps at the same time. 145 Other objections were that the treaty
had originated in Europe and was un-American 140 and also that Nazi Germany
147
would be a fellow member.
Poor strategy aborted Berne's adoption. In response to the charge that
confusion would result unless domestic law were changed first,148 American
proponents of Berne incorporated treaty ratification in a general revision of
the copyright code. 149 Quite apart from the provisions aimed at reconciling
United States law with Berne, the revision included many controversial
changes 150 which caused groups which had previously championed Berne
to oppose any revision at all. Thus, the American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers (AscAP), faced with threatened repeal of Section
101 (b) 151 guaranteeing minimum damages for infringement of musical copyrights, turned its full weight against both amendment and ratification. 1 2
As a result of such concerted opposition, Congress failed to ratify Berne.
144. Hearings before Committee on Foreign Relations on S. 1928, 73d Cong., 2d
Sess. 63-4, 77, 88 (1934); Hearings before Committee on Patents oft H.R. 6990, 71st
Cong., 2d Sess. 222 (1930) ; Hearings before House Committee on Patents on Revision
of the Copyright Laws, 74th Cong., 2d Sess. 1012-13 (1936) ; Hearings, supra note 128,
at 89-90. Also see Note, Revision of Copyright Law, 51 HAxv. L. REv. 906, 908-9 (1938).
145. Simultaneous amendment and ratification were finally undertaken, but conibiation of the two seemed improvident. See text at notes 148-52 infra.
146. Hearings before Senate Committee on Foreign Relations on Executive E, 73d
Congress, 75th Cong., 1st Sess. 32 (1937).
147. Even book publishers, Hearings,supra note 128, at 106-8, and authors, Hearings
before House Committee on Patents on Revision of the Copyright Laws, 74th Cong., 2d
Sess. 238, 242, 514-15, 548-50 (1936), succumbed to this argument against the treaty,
although they had previously been ardent supporters of Berne. See authorities cited note
135 supra.
148. See text at note 144 supra.
149. See Hearings before House Committee on Patents on Revision of the Copyright Laws, 74th Cong., 2d Sess. (1936).
150. For discussion of these changes see Pforzheimer, Copyright Reform and the
Duffy Bill, 47 YAtx L.J. 433 (1938).
151. 17 U.S.C. § 101(b) (Supp. 1952).
152. See BURKAN, PROPosED AMENDMENT OF T:IE COPYRIGHT LAW 5 (1935);
Pforzheimer, Copyright Reform and the Duffy Bill, 47 YALE L.J. 433, 436 (1938) ; statement of Sydney M. Kaye, attorney for the National Association of Broadcasters in
Hearings,supra note 149, at 399: "The opposition to the Berne Convention on the part of
A.S.C.A.P. is another smokescreen, . . . their real ground for opposition to this bill
remains the elimination of the onerous minimum-penalty clause." See also Appleman,
Compromise in Copyright, 19 B.U.L. REv. 619 (1939); Duffy, International Copyright,
8 AIR L. Rxv. 213, 221-2 (1937).
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The Post-WVar Problem
Dissatisfaction with international protection as it existed at the end of
World War II was twofold. Europe wanted the United States brought into
some organization for copyright control.153 The alternatives-return to mutual
piracy or mere perpetuation of America's one-way excursion into Berne via
Canadian publication-would ruin Europe's chances of benefiting from the
lucrative post-war market in America}Y4 Conversely, the overseas demand
for American literary and artistic products had soared. Because the motion
picture, publishing, and music industries had found expanded markets abroad,
the United States had become the world's leading net exporter of copyrightable materials.15 American interests now feared loss of this European market
which, despite instances of retaliation in the 1930's, they had previously
thought secure.r'
The problem was how to set up an organization which the United States
would join and which would at the same time achieve fair copyright protection. The consensus was that any new arrangement would have to develop
outside of the existing treaty structure.1 7 Increasing the membership of
Berne was considered impossible, since almost all the American nations had
failed to approve that Convention.'-" And if Berne standards had to be
lowered to attract more nations, its members would have protested strongly.'c 9
Uxrsco's study began in 1947 ;100 and the finished product, the Universal
Copyright Convention (UCC), was completed in 1952.111 The Ux-sco Con153.
154.
155.
156.

See Ostertag, sunpra note 127; Saber, stpra note 130, at 383.
Hearitngs, szpra note 6, at 217-23.
Id. at 3, 217-23.
Id. at 63, 153.
157. Recommendations of the Committee of Experts, 3 U.msco CorYRIGnT BuLL.
9 (No. 3-4 1950). And see id. at 3S-43.
158. See list of members, note 73 supra.
159. For indications of the reluctance of many continental countries to tolerate
diminished protection abroad, and their insistence on safeguarding the Berne Union
standards among themselves, see text at notes 213-17 infra.
160. 1 UxNEsco COPYRIGHT Buu 2 (No. 1 1943); Di'on & Goldblatt, Twird a
Universal Copyright Convention, 24 D T'v
STrxi BuLu. 133 (1951); Kuhn, The lVr: of
Unesco on Copyright, 43 Am. J. Inx'L L. 343 (1949); note 15 supra.

161. The Intergovernmental Copyright Confer,.nce took place in Geneva, Svitzerland
and culminated on September 6, 1952 in the adoption and signing of the Univertal Copyright Convention. For a complete text of the Convention and the Report Uf the Rapporteur-General, see 5 UNEsco COPYRIGHT Bu.. 30 (No. 34 1952).
Fifty nations participated in the Geneva Conference, but only furty nations signed the

Convention: Andorra, Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Chile,
Cuba, Denmark, Finland, France, G:rman Federal Republic, Guatetala, Haiti,
Honduras,

India,

Ireland,

Israel,

Italy,

Japan,

Liberia,

Luxemiburg,

Mex:ico,

Monaco, Nicaragua, Netherlands, Norway, Peru, Portugal, Salvador, San Marino,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States,
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vention differs markedly from the Berne plan. While Berne developed an
international code assuring uniformly high standards of protection, UCC
relies heavily on the domestic law of the protecting country and hence provides
variably lower standards. 16 2 To make UCC more palatable to the United
States and other balky nations, UNESCO designed the Convention to require
only minimal changes in domestic law.16
Scope of Protection
Works protected. UCC obligates each member to protect "literary, scientific, and artistic works, including writings, musical, dramatic and cinematographic works, and paintings, engravings, and sculpture." 10 4 A nation may
adhere to the Convention even though it protects some art forms, such as
applied art, under legislation other than copyright statutes. 10 5 And a
country can ratify UCC although its domestic law prohibits it from protecting
certain material-architecture, for example.100 If, however, a nation refuses
to protect a class of works, it defaults the right of its nationals to copyright
similar works in other members.1 67 UCC does not protect oral works. 1 8
The Convention has no retroactive effect.'0 9 Berne provided that a work
protected in the country of its origin at the time of ratification would thereafter be protected in other signatory nations, whether or not these nations had
previously protected the work.170 But certain American interests might have
Uruguay, Vatican City, Yugoslavia. The ten nations which participated but did not sign are:
Colombia, Dominican Republic, Egypt, Greece, Indonesia, Iran, Thailand, Turkey, Venezuela, and Viet Nam. See UNESCO

REPORT oV"TUt
7C/PRG/8, (Oct. 10,
1952) (translated from the French); Communication to the YALE LAW JOURNAL from
Dr. Arpad Bogsch, Copyright Division, UNESCO, dated March 31, 1953, in Yale Law
Library. Andorra is the only country which has officially ratified the Convention thus
far, although other nations are actively considering ratification. Communication, suspra.
On the Convention generally, see Honig, International Copyright Protectionand the Draft
Universal Copyright Convention of Unesco, 2 INT'L & CoMP. L.Q. 88 (1953) ; Honig,
Universal Copyright Convention, 1 INTL & Comp. L.Q. 217 (1952); Schulman, A Realistic Treaty, Am. WRITER (Nov. 1952).
162. Outside of European nations, protection afforded by domestic law is not so
complete as that assured by the Berne Convention. See Works Protected and Economic
Rights, 2 UNESCO COPYRIGHT BUL.. 18 (No. 2-3 1949).
163. See Escarra, Comnent on International Copyright Protection, 2 UNEsco COPYGENERAL CONFERENCE, SEVENTH SESSION,

RESULTS OF THE INTER-GOVERNMENTAL CONFERENCE ON COPYRIGHT,

BULL. 2 (No. 4 1949).
164. UCC art. I.
165. UCC art. IV, § 4. And see Report of the Rapporteur-General,5 UNESCO Cory-

RIGHT

RIGHT

Bum- 42, 51-2 (No. 3-4 1952).

166. Ibid. For example, the United States could adhere, even though the Constitution
were construed to prohibit protection of "oral" works. See note 143 aspra.
167. Report of the Rapporteur-General, supra note 165, at 52.
168. See text at notes 164 supra and 189-93 infra.
169. UCC art. VII.
170. See p. 1075 supra.
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suffered from such a provision. It might, for example, force an American
movie producer to start paying royalties to a foreign author whose novel the
producer had adapted when it was not protected in the United States. 1 In
deference to the American position, the Conference considered a compromise
based on the Inter-American Agreement of 1946.172 Under a stipulation like
this, previously unprotected works become protected; but a person who has
reproduced such a work before ratification can continue to do so without the
author's consent. 173 The United States delegation to the UNEsco Conference,
however, blocked the compromise by maintaining that any provision for retroactive protection would make ratification by the United States virtually impossible.Y74
Substantive rights protected. For the most part, UCC leaves each member
state free to decide what particular rights will be safeguarded and under vhat
conditions of license, fair use, and assignment those rights may be exercised. 73 Some nations wished to guarantee moral rights, in addition to
performance and reproduction rights. 70 But the Conference rejected these
proposals because specific guarantees might be read to limit UCC's application and because they might conflict with local law. 177
Translationrights. Although UCC flatly states that "Copyright shall include
the exclusive right of the author to... authorize the making and publication
of translations,"' 178 the Convention actually curtails this riglt. 70 During the
seven years following the first publication of his work, he has absolute control
over its translation. At the end of seven years, however, the author may lose
his right to prevent unauthorized translation. If at that time no authorized
translation has appeared in the national language of a member state or such
translations are out of print, a national of that state may acquire a nonexclusive, non-transferable right to translate the work into his national
language.
The would-be translator must show that he has contacted the copyright
proprietor and has been denied permission. If he has been unable to find the
171. See Hearings before Committee on Foreign Relations on S. 1923, 73d Cong., 2d
Sess. 54, 80-2 (1934) ; Hearings,supra note 123, at 20-1, 32, 75, 111, 128-35.
172. IN-Tz-A-.aczCAx Co-wvmmaox OF 1946 art. XVII (2).
173. Ibid. And see RE~oRT oF UziTED STr.a.s DExrzaAi To Ixart-An -acA,: Co!.Fra.NCE oF Expmrs ox CoPyriGHT, U.S. Coxr. SEr. No. 99, 23-9 (Dep't of State 1947).
174. Report of Rapporteur-General,supra note 165, at 55-6.
175. The Convention requires only that "[e]ach Contracting State [undertake) to
provide for the adequate and effective protection of the rights of authors and uther copyright proprietors ..... ' UCC art. I.
176. Report of the Rapporteur-Gaicral,supra note 165, at 46-7.
177. Ibid.
178. UCC art. V, § 1.
179. UCC art. V, § 2. See Evans, Role of Translation in the Achievement of Peace,
Lm.CoxG. IxFo. BL'U., App. (Dec. 22, 1952).
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proprietor, the translator must contact the publisher, or, failing that, the
consular representative of the author's nation. A member state electing to
take advantage of the translation provision of UCC must assure the author
reasonable compensation. It must also provide a means for transmitting the
money to the author, "assure a correct translation of the work," and guarantee
that the original title and the author's name will appear on all copies. 80
How long an author should be empowered to prevent unauthorized translation was debated extensively at the UNESCO Conference. Most of the delegations which fought to shorten the period represented less developed nations,
in which making works of foreign authors readily available in the national
language is essential to cultural growth.1 81 Many of these nations, though
members of Berne, had not adopted Berne provisions giving long-lasting
translation rights to authors.18 2 Another group, preponderantly Middle Eastern, had rejected Berne entirely.18 3 The Conference hoped to attract all of
these nations by making translation easier and less expensive. On the other
hand, it sought to pacify the continental countries, most of which opposed
a short term as too likely to hurt an author's position in foreign nations.18 4
The translation article strikes a reasonable balance between the two conflicting
interests. It makes literature available in another language after a short
period, and yet guarantees the author some economic benefit even after the
seven-year term.
Fornudities

Published Works. Any author publishing in a member nation, or a national
of a member state no matter where he publishes, can easily acquire protection
in all other members.18 5 In a nation which grants copyright to its own

nationals without formalities, mere publication suffices to protect the foreign
author1 8 ( To protect the author in countries which, like the United States,

require their own nationals to fulfill formalities, every published copy must
contain notice of copyright-the symbol @, the name of the copyright owner,
180. Ibid.

181. E.g., Greece, India, Japan, Mexico, and Turkey led the fight for a short protected period before translation. Report of the Rapporicur-General, supra note 165, at
53-5. For the debates on article V at the Conference, see UNESCO, MINUTES oF TnE
INTERGOVERNMENTAL

COPYRIGHT

CONFERENCE,

COMMIITTEE ON

RIGHT To

TRANSLATE,

DA/WG/SR/7-10, passim (1952).
182. 1 LADAS 386-8.
183. See notes 5 and 73 supra.
184. UNESCO, MINUTES OF THE INTERGOVERNMENTAL COPYRIGHT CONFENCE, ColmITTEE ON RIGHTS TO TRANSLATE, DA/WG/SR/7-10, passin (1952).

185. UCC art. II, § 1: "Published works of nationals of any Contracting State and
works first published in that State shall enjoy in each other Contracting State the same
protection as that other State accords to works of its nationals first published in its own
territory."

186. Ibid.
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Signatory nations can
and the year in which the work was first published.'
88
impose no other conditions precedent to protection.
"Publication" means merely "the reproduction in tangible form and the
general distribution to the public of copies of a work from which it can be0
89
Under United States pressure,'D
read or otherwise visually perceived."'
the Conference rejected the Berne rule that solely audible performance ur
reproduction of a work constitutes "publication."'"" The American delegation
claimed that inconvenience and confusion would result if a broadened definition were adopted.19 2 Furthermore, a definition of "publication" which would
protect phonograph records would necessitate a change in United States
domestic copyright law, a prospect which would probably alienate American
3
composers' groups otherwise disposed to support the treaty.
Although UCC obligates all its members to protect a work published in
one member state, residents of country A who publish in country B and

187. UCC art. III, § 1. And see Report of thw Rapporteur-Gencral,supra note 165,
at 49-51.
188. "[A foreign work shall be protected in a country imposing formalities] if from
the time of the first publication all the copies of the work published with the authority of

the author or other copyright proprietor bear the symbol

0 accompanied by the name

of the copyright proprietor and the year of first publication placed in such manner

and location as to give reasonable notice of claim of copyright." UCC art. III, § 1.
A member nation may continue to impose additional formalities on its own nationals.
UCC art. III, § 2. It may also require appearance through domestic counsel and deposit
of copies with the court as conditions precedent to seedng judicial relief. But failure
to comply with these conditions does not affect the validity of the Copyright. Id. § 3.
189. UCC art. VI (emphasis added).
190. See Report of Rapporteur-General,supra note 165, at 55; Am~mcAtz BArt AssocIATION,

REPORT OF THE CHAIRMAN OF THE COMMITTEE ON INTERIATIONAL CoPyPo xTs

16-22 (1953);

AmEPcmaN BAR

AssoCmsmro-,

COmmITrEE ON COPYRIGHTS OF THE COMIrrTE

REPoRT OF THE CHArMA'Z OF THE SIMTO COOPERATE WITH THE UNITED NATIONS

AND UNEsco, RESPECITNG THE GENEVA UNIVERSAL COPYRIGHT CONV'NTION

11 (1952).

191. See Report of Rapporteur-Genwral,supra note 165, at 55.
192. See authorities cited note 190 supra.
193. A recording is not in itself a copy of the work recorded within the meaning of
17 U.S.C. § 1 (Supp. 1952). Corcoran v. Montgomery Ward Co., 121 F.2d 572 (9th Cir.
1941) (phonograph records); White-Smith Music Pub. Co. v. Apollo Co., 209 U.S. 1
(1907) (player piano rolls). And mere broadcast or performance of a recording or script
is not a publication. Ferris v. Frohman, 223 U.S. 424 (1912) (theatrical performance);
Uproar Co. v. National Broadcasting Co., S F. Supp. 35S (D. Mass. 1934), modified,
81 F2d 373 (1st Cir.), cert. denied, 29S U.S. 670 (1936) (broadcast) ; Nutt v. National
Institute, Inc., 31 F.2d 236 (1st Cir. 1929) (lecture).
The general doctrine has, however, been surrounded by limitations. Thus, the sale of
a phonograph record may be a publication. Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. v. Miracle Record
Co., 91 F. Supp. 473 (N.D. Ill. 1950). Contra: Yacubian v. Carroll, 74 U.S.P.Q. 257
(Calif. Dist. Ct. 1947). And using the musical laugh of "Woody Wecdpec:er" in
broadcasts and motion picture cartoons constitutes "making [the laugh] public" under the

California Civil Code. Blanc v. Lantz, 83 U.S.P.Q. 137 (Calif. Super. Ct. 1949).

For

a discussion of the peculiar problems of phonograph records and the publicatiun issut,
see Dubin, Copyright Aspects of Sound Recordings, 26 So. CUrF. L Rn,. 139 (1953) ;
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then seek protection in A must still comply with A's formalities. 19 4 A con-

cession to the United States, this provision guarantees that the Convention
will not excuse American residents who publish abroad from complying with
the United States manufacturing clause.1 9
Unpublished works. UCC protects any unpublished work produced by a
national of a member state, without requiring the author to fulfill any formali-

ties. 190 Copyright issues even though the author both resided and created
97
the work in a non-member nation.

Duration of Copyright

In basing the duration of copyright on domestic law, UCC enacts the "comparison of terms" rule which Berne recently discarded. 98 Under the UNEsco
plan, the term during which a published work receives protection is either that
prescribed by the protecting nation or the one enacted by the nation in which
the work was first published, whichever term is shorter. 9 For unpublished
works, the period is similarly determined -by comparing the law of the protecting nation with that of the member nation of which the author is a
national; again the shorter term prevails. 20°
UCC, however, assures a minimum period of protection. If the domestic
law of a member state bases duration on the date of publication, that nation
must protect the foreign author for at least 25 years thereafter. 20 1 A country
which measures duration -by the author's life must extend protection for a
minimum of 25 years after the foreign author's death. 202 Since the domestic
MacDonald, The Law of Broadcasting in FEDERAL BAR Ass'N, 7 COPYRIGHT PROBLEMS
ANALYZED 31, 44-6 (1952).
On the attitude of American groups toward incorporating the Berne rule in UCC,
see AMERICAN BAR Ass'N, REPORT OF THE CHAIRIMAN OF THE COMMIT I ON INTrRNATIONAL COPYRIGHTS 16-22 (1953); AMERICAN BAR Ass'N, REPORT OF TH CHAIILAN
OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON COPYRIGHTS OF THE COMMITrEE TO COOPERATE WITH THE
UNITED NATIONS AND UNESCO, RESPECTING THE GENEVA UNIVERSAL COPYRIGHT CONVENTION 11-12 (1952). Also see Howm. 61-7.

194. UCC art. II, § 3.
195. See Hearings,supra note 6, at 69-82.
196. UCC art. II § 2; id. art. III, § 4.
197. This construction seems to follow from UCC art. II, § 2: "Unpublished works
of nationals of each Contracting State shall enjoy in each other Contracting State the
same protection as that other State accords to unpublished works of its own nationals."
198. See p. 1077 supra.
199. For published works, the state in which protection is sought need not give
protection for a longer period than that of the state of publication. UCC art. IV, § 4.
And the protecting nation may give a shorter term of protection if its domestic law so
provides. See id. art. II, § 1; Report of the Rapporteur-General,siupra note 165, at 51-2.
200. The method of computing is the same as for published works, note 199 supra,
but the term of the country of which the author is a national is used, instead of the
country of first publication. UCC art. II, § 2.
201. UCC art. IV, § 2.
202. Ibid.
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law of every principal nation currently provides a term longer than the
minimum which the Convention guarantees,20- 3 simple comparison of terms
will usually decide how long protection lasts.
For the purposes of comparing terms, a nation which makes copyright renewable for consecutive periods is deemed to grant protection for the aggregate of the terms.2 4 But a member state need not protect a work for longer
than the first term if the author does not comply with renewal requirements:Y8
For instance, United States law confers copyright for 28 years, renewable
for one identical period.20 Hence, UCC considers the American term to be
56 years. But an author whom UCC protects by applying United States law
207
must renew after 28 years.
The United States delegation argued that the period should depend solely
on the domestic law of the protecting nation, since comparing terms would be
unduly complex.2 0 s The Conference rejected this proposal on the ground that
European experience with the comparison of terms rule had proved it workable. 20 9 The suggested alternative seemed to favor the United States, where
copyright has a relatively short duration ;210 European and South American
law would have granted American works lengthy protection abroad,211 while
United States law abbreviated protection of foreign works here.2 1 Reservations and UCC's Effect on Previous Agreenents
Unlike Berne, UCC permits no reservations.2 1 3 Although the Conference
realized that such a stipulation might make some nations hesitant to join, it
felt that complete adherence was necessary to insure minimum standards of
protection. 21 4 In addition, Berne nations feared that some Union members
might renounce its high standards and enforce only the less stringent protection afforded by UCC.21 Hence UCC specifies that the Berne Union shall
203. See note 103 supra; 2 UNESco COPITIGHT BUL.. 70-31 (No. 2-3 1949). The
United States has the shortest fixed term, lasting at most fifty-six years. In Yugoslavia,
protection endures after the death of the author, during the life of an unremarried spouse
and until the author's youngest child reaches the age of twenty-five. IbLid.

204. UCC art. IV, § 4.
205. Ibid.
206. 17 U.S.C. §§ 24-5 (Supp. 1952).
207. See UCC art. III, § 5.

203. Report of Rapporteur-Gencral,supra note 165, at 51.
209. Id. at 51-2.
210. See authorities cited note 203 supra.
211.

See 2 UNEScO COPYRIGHT Buu.. 70-81 (No. 2-3 1949).

212. The dispute had limited significance. In the United States, only 11 percent of
all original copyrights are in fact renewed. Evans, Copyright and the Public Interest,
2 UNEsco COPYPIGHT Buu.. 3, 10 (No. 1 1949). Also see Chafee, supra note 4, at f05-11.
Only those concerned with musical works seem particularly interested in extending protection through renewal. Confidential Interview.
213. UCC art. XX; Report of Rapporteur-Gcneral,supra note 105, at 04-0.
214. Report of the Rapporteur-Gencral, supra note 105, at 64-6.
215. See id. at 62-3; UCC art. XVII.
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remain in full force among its members. 216 To discourage any exodus from
Berne, UCC provides that works originating in a nation which withdraws
from the Union after January 1, 1951 (before final formulation of UCC)
2 17
shall not enjoy protection in Berne countries.
Although Berne was left in force to maintain high standards of protection,
in at least one instance it undermines the protection guaranteed by UCC.
Japan, a Berne member, has refused to accept revisions relating to the duration of the translation right. 21 She remains bound by the 1886 Convention
which allows free translation ten years after publication. 210 Under UCC's
requirement, a Japanese translator would -have to compensate the author, no
matter when he translated 2 0 Since Japan objected to the UCC provision,
she signed the UNESCO Convention 221 only when assured that she would have
to apply it only to works from non-Berne countries. 222 Thus, despite the fact that
UCC prohibits reservations, Japan does not have to meet the Convention's
standards in this respect.
UCC would leave inter-American arrangements in force. In case of conflict,
UCC would prevail over present treaties, but yield to agreements signed after
its adoption.

223

EFFECT OF UCC ON THE UNITED STATES

Protection of Americans Abroad
UCC measures the rights of foreign authors by those vested in nationals
of the country where protection is sought; by deferring so frequently to
domestic legislation, the Convention makes little attempt to equate substantive
protection granted in one country to that afforded in others. As a consequence, ratification by the United States would assure American authors of
greater protection abroad than at home. Unlike the United States, all European and most Latin American nations protect an author's moral rights 224
216. UCC art. XVII; Appendix Declaration to art. XVII.
217. See authorities cited note 216 supra.
218. 1 LADAS 393; 2 id. at 1054-6.
219. BmRE CONVENTION OF 1886 art. V.
220. See p. 1086 supra.
221. Japan was the last country to sign the treaty, doing so only two days before
the treaty was closed for signatures. Communication to the YALE LAW JOURNAL from
Dr. Arpad Bogsch, Copyright Division, UNESCO, dated March 31, 1953, in Yale Law
Library. And see, UCC art. VII, § 1; 163 PuBLiSHERS WEEKLY 197 (1953).
222. Report of Rapporteur-Geteral,supra note 165, at 64-6. Technically, the 1886
ten-year translation provision is in force in Japan, but there seems to be considerable
doubt whether or not Japan honors it. Ostertag, Report of the #rhcipal Events in the
Domain of Copyright from 1931 to 1937, DROI D'AUTEUR (July, 1937) (translated from
the French by Gertrude Rosenstein).
223. UCC art. XVIII.
224. For a comparison of provisions on moral rights, see 2 UNEsco COPYRIGHT BULL.
58-67 (No. 2-3 1949).
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and give composers considerable control over recordings and non-commercial
uses of their music. Adopting UCC would not, of course, augment Americans' present rights in
Berne countries. Since Berne remains in effect under UCC, publication in
Canada might remain an open door to protection in Europe. But UCC would
significantly increase protection granted to American authors in non-Berne
regions-notably Latin America.22
American Protection of Foreign Authors under UCC

The substantive rights of foreigners in the United States would be confined
to those which domestic law extends to native authors.2 27 Even though the
United States currently offers less substantive protection than Americans can
get abroad, UCC would make it simpler for foreign authors to obtain American copyright. Publication with notice would still be required, but no further
formalities could be imposed. "2 8 The United States could no longer require
that foreign works appearing in English be printed here, nor could it force
a foreign author to register or deposit copies in the Copyright Uffice.2
225. See 2 id. at 84, 86-8.
226. For a discussion of the inadequacy of present protection in Latin America, sve
pp. 1071-2 supra.
227. See p. 10S5 supra. A foreign author will receive only limited pro:ection
against damage to his reputation by alterations by movie, television, or radio companies.
See Curwood v. Affiliated Distributors, 283 Fed. 219 (S.D.N.Y. 1922) (motion picture
producer acquiring movie rights to use author's name and story did not acquire right
to use author's name on different story; enjoined); Roeder, The Doctrine of Moral
Right, 53 HARv. L. REv. 554 (1940); note 95 supra. Also see cases collected in Note, 23
A.L.R.2d 244 (1952).
If a foreign composer grants one American record company a license to record his
copyrighted music, he must permit all others to do likewise, 17 U.S.C. § I(e) (Supp.
1952) ; Shil-et v. Musicraft Records, Inc., 131 F.2d 92) (2d Cir. 1942) (same fLr mpublished music). Generally, see Dubin, Copyright Aspects of Sound Recordings, 26 So.
CAliF. L. REv. 139 (1953).
Neither works of applied art nor choreographic creations are entitled to copyright
under 17 U.S.C. § 1 (Supp. 1952). But see N.Y. Times, Jan. 11, 1953, § 2, p. 10, col. 1;
N.Y. Times, Dec. 28, 1952, § 2, p. 13, col. 5, reporting issuance of a copyright for a
dramatic dance sequence. The issue seems to remain very much in doubt. Mirell, Legal
Protection for Choreography, 27 N.Y.U.L. REv. 792 (1952). On the status of applied
art, see Bernini, Protection of Designs: United States and Fresnch Law, 1 Am.. J. COrP.
L. 133 (1952); Blunt, America Again Strives for Recognition of Design Rights, 1 Anm
J. (x.s.) 392 (1946) ; Kelley, Design Patents and Copyrights: The Scope of Protection,
21 Gao. WASH. L. RLv. 353 (1953); Note, The Vestal Bill for the Copyright Registration of Designs, 31 Coi. L REv. 477 (1931); Note, Protecting the Artistic Aspects of
Articles of Utility: Copyright or Design Patent?, 66 HARv. L. R-v. 877 (1953); Note,
Copyright Protection in the Area of Scientific and Technical Works, 38 IowA L Ray.
334 (1953).
228. See note 187 supra and accompanying text.
229. Ibid.; UCC art. III, § 1. For present United States formalities, see text at
notes 24-31 supra.
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RATIFICATION

Some spokesmen strenuously oppose American participation in UCC. Several of their objections fail to comprehend the Convention's real effect on
present protection. At least one commentator stands against ratification on
the ground that UCC, by preventing Americans from reprinting communist
publications without permission, might restrict the flow of information from
Iron Curtain countries. 230 But the Convention would require the United
States to copyright only those works emanating from signatory nations.
Communist ratification is unlikely; although some of the satellites joined
Berne before they became communist, 23x the U.S.S.R. has never participated
in an international copyright organization. 23 2 And to adhere to UCC, a nation
must obligate itself to assure the foreign author of payment and of a "correct"
translation of his work. 233 Living up to such standards would interfere with
2 34
current Soviet practices.
Even if Russia joined UCC, the real stumbling block would continue to be
communist censorship, not American copyright. So long as the Soviet regime
controls the communist press, she would probably be glad to have news reports reprinted in the United States.23 5 Even if the U.S.S.R. wished to prohibit reproduction of Russian publications, she could not prevent the United
States Government from reprinting. 230 And UCC would not prevent American
2comentators from analyzing the content of communist publications.
230. Warner, The UNESCO Universal Copyright Convention, [1952] Wis. L. Iv.

493, 499-503.
231. The satellite nations which are members of Berne are: Bulgaria (1921), Hungary
(1922), Poland (1920), Rumania (1927), and Czechoslovakia (1921). DRoIT i'Arurtiu
1 (Jan. 15, 1953). But no satellite country has yet ratified the Brussels Revision of 1948,
ibid., although Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Poland attended the Conference at Brussels
as accredited participants. U.S. STATE DEP T, REPORT OF THE UNITED STATES OliSEnvEit
DELEGATION TO THE BRUSSELS COPYRIGHT CoNrzFEREXc--1948 8-9 (1949).
232. 2 UNESCO COPYRIGHT BULL. 152 (No. 4 1949).
233. See pp. 1085-6 supra.
234. See Chafee, supra note 4, at 523.
235. The same is true for artistic works, such as plays or novels, which are distributed
in the Soviet Union, and can therefore be assumed to have some propaganda value. And
the Soviets would probably be overjoyed if their scholarly works in economics, sociology,
political theory, and philosophy were widely read in this country. In addition, if someone here did reproduce a Russian book and sold copies to the public, it is unlikely that
the Soviet author would bring suit in the United States to enjoin the infringement.
236. If the Federal Government republishes any type of information-artistic, scholarly, technical, or military-it cannot be sued as an infringer. Section 8 of the Copyright
Code states: "The publication or republication by the Government, either separately or
in a public document, of any material in which copyright is subsisting shall not be taken
to cause any abridgment or annulment of the copyright." 17 U.S.C. § 8 (Supp. 1952).
237. Under UCC, foreigners will receive the same protection against infringement
that Americans receive in the United States. UCC art. II. The test of unfair use of
or comment on, the copyright work of another is "whether or not so much as has been
reproduced . • . will materially reduce the demand for the original. If it has, the rights of
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Any Western observer in Russia could report whatever he learned about the
state of the Soviet Union, without hindrance from UCC. In effect, the
Convention permits the United States to keep its meager contact with the
communist world.
A second argument is that the UNESco plan would force the United States
to repeal the manufacturing clause, thereby allowing publishers to cripple the
American printing industry by patronizing lower-cost printers abroad. "
This argument does not seem valid. In the first place, UCC would not require
total abolition of the clause; the United States could still require its own
nationals to print their works domestically. 9 .And although the Convention
would bind this country to copyright foreign works printed abroad, granting
such protection would not significantly injure American printers. If the
foreign publisher anticipates a large American demand for a book, lie currently arranges to have it printed here, whether or not the manufacturing
clause requires him to do so.2 4 0 While the cost of printing each copy declines as the number of copies increases, the cost of shipping each copy remains
relatively uniform.2 41 Hence, when large lots are involved, printing in the
the owner of the copyright have been injuriously affected. . . . The reduction in demand
. . . must result from the partial satisfaction of that demand by the alleged infringing
production. A criticism of the original work, which lessened its money value by showing
that it was not worth seeing or hearing could not give any right of action for infringement." Hill v. Whalen & Martell, 220 Fed. 359, 360 (S.D.N.Y. 1914). Also see HowE.!..
125-6.
238. Hearings,supra note 6, at 69 9.
239. The Convention does not limit the right of a signatory nation to impose conditions precedent to copyright on its own nationals. See pp. 1047-S supra.
Even if UCC did require total abolition of the manufacturing clause, American publishers would probably continue to have their printing done in this country. See statement of R. L. Crowell, of Thomas Y. Crowell Co. in Hearings,supra note 6, at 64: "So
we sent the manuscript to Barcelona, having found out about a god printer there. ...
[N]ot only could they not beat United States prices but . . . it took them about as
long to get the estimate to us as it would for us to get the whole book manufactured
and we haven't got the manuscript back yet. As far as we are concerned, once is enough."
240. Testimony of Arthur E. Farmer, American Book Publishers Council in Hcarings, supra note 6, at 150-74. Mr. Farmer states: "A lot of Penguin books, of course
are public domain hooks.... [W]ithin the last year Penguin of England has established
a Penguin of Maryland and is now manufacturing the Penguin bouks for sale in this
country. They are no longer, and they never were, able successfully to e.%port the bo!s
to this country, so they have established an American branch and are manufacturing in
Maryland." Id. at 164. The same is true for scientific works which are rarely, if ever,
pirated. Communication to the YALE LAW JouRNAL from Warren Sullivan, John Wiley
& Sons, Inc., dated February 4, 1953, in Yale Law Library; and for sheet music, which
is not subject to the manufacturing clause, see Hearings,supra note 6, at 187. Also see
17 U.S.C. § 16 (Supp. 1952). It is unlikely that any printers would actually be thrown
out of work by the abolition of the clause. See Memoranda Regarding Praable Effects
on the Printing Industry of Adoption of the Copyright Convention, S. Dez. No. 99, 76th
Cong., 1st Sess. (1939).
241. Hearings, supra note 6, at 181-5.
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United States is cheaper than printing extra copies in Europe and shipping
2
them to this country.
If the foreign publisher forsees only a limited demand in the United States,
however, he will probably be unable to arrange for an American printing"4n
The manufacturing clause is designed to force him to print in the United
States.2 44 But English publishers, faced with such a situation, presently risk
piracy by shipping copies into this country rather than pay American printing costs. 245 Although conclusive evidence is unavailable, the foregoing analysis indicates that the manufacturing clause simply denies copyright to foreign
authors without protecting the American printing trades against foreign conipetition. In any event, the United States could protect its printers through tariff
2 40
legislation, without refusing to protect foreign works.
A third objection to UCC is that United States ratification would serve only
to bolster foreigners' protection here, without substantially enhancing American rights abroad. 247 America, the argument runs, already enjoys excellent
protection throughout the Berne Union. 24 8 But UCC potentially assures protection in non-Berne countries as well.2 49 Furthermore, there is no guarantee
that the United States will continue to bask in European protection if it refuses to accept the UNEscO Convention.2 5 0

Berne permits its members to

deny copyright to works coming from a non-Berne nation which does not
extend adequate protection to material originating in Berne countries. 251 In
the past, European nations have not invoked this provision principally because
the United States seemed on the verge of joining Berne.25 2 Were this
country to reject UCC, a compromise pointedly designed to appeal to the United
States, 255 Europe might understandably despair of ever securing approval of
Berne's more demanding provisions. Then wholesale piracy could be
242. Id. at 177-85.
243. Id. at 164.
244. See pp. 1069-70 supra.
245. See UN WIN, THE TRUTH ABOUT PUBLISHING 193-9, 269-80 (4th ed. 1946).
246. For an excellent discussion, suggesting that the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade, if enacted, would supplant the manufacturing clause, see Note, The Manufacturing Clause: Copyright Protection of the Foreigi, Author, 50 COL, L. Rsv. 686, 697
(1950). To the same effect, see Hearings before Conmittee on ForeignAffairs on International Trade Orgaoization, Hi. Res. 236, 66-70, 519-20, 539-48, 715-17 (1950) ; Coinmunication to the YALE LAW JOURNAL from Dr. Clair Wilcox, Professor of Economics,
Swarthmore College, dated October 15, 1952, in Yale Law Library.
247. See Warner, The UNESCO Universal Copyright Convention, [1952] Wis. L.
REv. 493, 499-505.
248. Id. at 505.
249. See text at note 265 infra.
250. Hearings,supra note 6, at 63, 88-99; Confidential communications to the YAu:
LAW JOURNAL.

251. See p. 1079 supra.
252. See authorities cited note 124 supra.
253. See text at note 163 supra.
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expected to follow. 254 Hence, failure to ratify may seriously prejudice American authors' rights in the Berne Union.
When the foregoing arguments against ratification are disregarded it becomes clear that the real choice is whether or not to curtail international
piracy. Piracy has one distinct advantage; it promotes wide dissemination of
foreign works. On the other hand, its major drawback is that it deprives
creators of potential income in an era in which most of them must sell their
works to live. Publishers who pirate are not noted for dividing their profits
with authors.
The ultimate question for resolution, then, is whether it is a sound policy
to deprive authors of income from foreign sales. Some writers espouse international piracy on the ground that the prospect of a foreign market does not
motivate authors to create; that they generally anticipate domestic sales
only.2= 5 Considering the volume of copyrightable materials presently flowing
between countries,250 this hypothesis is of questionable validity. Furthermore,
failure to protect foreign works may stunt domestic authorship to some enztent. Publishers, like those in nineteenth century America,25 7 may prefer to
pirate foreign material rather than pay royalties to native creators.
Regardless of how much it stimulates artistic production, international copyright protection can be defended on the ground that artists, whose efforts
provide the world with so much enjoyment and enrichment, deserve maximum
compensation. Although most creators might continue to produce even though
ill-paid, a sound policy would assure them of something better.
"[N]ot long ago, a group of representatives ... endeavored to do
away with copyright altogether.. . .To such men as these, only
junk fabricators, gadgeteers, tram operators, pop bottlers and the
like are entitled to the best profit for their contribution to life. History
will note the fact when history writes how American avarice held in
open contempt all culture and all thought, decerebrated itself and so
died headless.".258
CONCLUSION
2
While UCC is probably acceptable to the bulk of American authors,
26
2 60
and representatives of the mass media, 1 it is opposed by a
publishers,
254. See authorities cited note 250 supra.
255. Warner, supra note 247, at 505.
256. For a description of the growth of American exports from '2,000,000 in 1891 to

over $50,000,000 in 1950, see Hcarings, supra note 6, chart B, at 221. And the numb2r
of translations made overseas has jumped since the end of World War II. U,.sco,
STATIS CAL REPORT oN BooK PRODUCTION 1937-1950 Table 4A, 33 e seq. (1952). On
the rise in British exports, see 163 PuLsHERs WVEKLY 292, 1360 (1953).
257. See CAREY, THE INTEMrNATIONAL COPYRIGHT QUESTION CoNswMuM (1872);
CAREY,

LE-TTRS

ON

INTERNATIONAL

COPYRIGHT

IN-TEr.TIONAL COPYRIGHT (1879).

258.
259.
260.
261.

WX'UE, Orus 21, p. 13 (1949).
Hearings, supra note 6, at 10, 102-103.
Id. at 26, 63.
Id. at 89 et seq.

(1353); MozIGAN , A.GLo-AIrCaN:
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small, but vociferous group of printers' unions 262 and book manufacturers.2= 1
This opposition should not be allowed to prevail. American ratification will
necessitate no harmful changes in domestic copyright law,2 14 nor will it put
this country at a disadvantage in the Cold War. UCC's success will ultimately
depend on the United States since most nations will probably condition their
acceptances on American participation. 26 r UCC calls upon this country to
assume leadership in the world cultural community.
262. Id. at 56, 69, 76, 80.

263. Id. at 35.
264. The following changes in American law will be necessary: 1) repeal of § 16,
the manufacturing clause, as applied to books and periodicals written by non-resident aliens
in English, 17 U.S.C. § 16 (Supp. 1952) ; 2) repeal of § 14, giving the Register of Copyrights
the power to demand copies for deposit from foreign authors, 17 U.S.C. § 14 (Supp. 1952) ;
3) repeal of § 1 (e) insofar as it requires a special Presidential proclamation for protection,
of mechanical reproductions, 17 U.S.C. § 1 (e) (Supp. 1952) ; 4) repeal of the formalities
of registration and notice, 17 U.S.C. §§ 10, 11 (Supp. 1952).
265. Confidential communications to the YtALE LAW JOURNA.. The treaty permits
ratification by one country conditioned on the ratification by another. UCC, protocol
3, § 1.

